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Michael Aisenberg-Moderator:

...and now, the News!: 2017 Cyber Headlines from Washington
- EO 13800: the Cyber Executive Order
- Major NIST Cyber Initiatives: SP 800-53 Rev 5 (Security & Privacy Controls) SP 800-171 (CUI)
- New York State Financial Services Regular Cyber Rule: the states enter the fray...
- Introduced/Under discussion: Cyber Overhaul (DHS authorization bill (H.R. 2825); CFIUS Reform; SCRM legislation

Kim Peretti:

Global Breach Response
- Stakeholder roles/responsibilities post-Equifax in cyber investigations, response/cyber readiness efforts
- Breach laws outside the US,

Cyber Regulatory Enforcement Developments
Lucy Thomson:
- Hack world: Russians hacking democracy; Hackers target law firms
- IoT: Security is only as strong as its weakest link
- BEC: the $5 billion scam

Steve Wu:
- GDPR: The New EU Privacy Regulation
- AI and robotics

(10 min Q&A)
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